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About This Game

How long can your family survive during the sudden onset of winter?

You are the provider. The glue that holds this little family together. Unfortunately winter has come and you have no way of
weathering it. Instead of hunkering down and riding it out. You must now go out into the woods and find what survival you can.
You play as a fox, Mr. Fox. You are a predator and as such you hunt smaller animals and inside your burrow you need to keep

your family warm. Hunt for food and gather wood for the fire. Keep an eye on the time of day and weather. The forest is full of
opportunity. Your family is counting on you. Good luck.

This is my first finished project. I hope you enjoy playing it as much as I loved building it. I am working on a update for this
"Short Story" of a game. Thanks again for checking it out!
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this is one heck of a weird and great game. I own several CHessboards IRL. Marble, wooden and glass ones, and THIS game
captures the feeling I get playing them.

Its a beautiful game. Really feels like the game of kings, unlike other comic-like chess games on steam. Feels like the devs take
it serious. It's made of beautiful graphics and environments. Even tough it could have more rooms to choose from, they really
know how to make a beautiful setting to play chess.. Looks like a B-side game from your fav cartridge. So B-side that you never
bored enough to play past 1st level. The difference you had no choice with a physical copy back then. Now you have plenty of
6000+ digital titles to choose from. Thanks Gaben!. They killed just survive with the new map. But they brought back the
original old map on the test servers. its funny when you have more players on the test servers then on the actual game itself.
thank god old just survive is back, still better than miscreated, infestation z, and unturned. OLD H1Z1 JUST SURVIVE
PLAYERS UNITE!!!!. It is really hard to find a Modern Warfare RTS, who goes back to the golden age of strategy gaming.
This game is starting to gain ground and for me its already one of my favorites, the fact that it combines the most common and
well known vehicles, and you may costumize your armory (the units you can use) its a great advantage. Really recommend this
game and hope many people will support its got great potential.. when my friend larrys died i litery was crying i was really
lookng fowrard to saving him then i got all puzle peices and its just so sad that not the adventure we just went through is leaving.
Repetative and boring but worth playing. It's not a masteriece but ok for a 4 hours play to 100%.. compelling story, definitely
better than any other game on this platform tenfold. This game is basically a 8 bit version of Dead Ops Arcade. Its a good game
has lots of potential but sicne its eraly access it does have its bugs. but anywho lets get into the juicy details.

single player
Co op 4 player
Co op Online (Hamatchi) 4 player
tons of weapons
9 diferent lases iwt their own abilities
5 differently bilt and themed maps each with a different difficulty

Pros:
good default keybinds
game is pretty stable
online co op works
lots of customizable stuff

Cons:
co op is harder then singleplayer
unbalanced weapons(ak47 does 2 dmg yet lazer rifle says 2dmg in shop but in reality is like 0.75)
some door spaces need bigger on maps
lacks detail and description on the classes 2 abilitys and the items you pick up (the checkerboards)
games not really known so there isnt much of a community
games exploitable by cheat engine and probably other ways (please fix)

Conclusion
The game is good with its varity of crap like different weapons maps and classes. but yet lacks detail on important in game se of
abilitys and loot pick ups. game is in beta so it does have bugs. all in all i recommend bying this product it has potential.

Known Bugs

Single Player
sometimes the wave auto starts sually happens to me on wave 6 and 10 randomly

Online co-op (hamatchi)
probably might of been internet issues not sure but id liek to report them. a buddy of mine and i were playing it said rond 7 for
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us both his enemys left said 0 mine said something like 8267843648 we had no enemies both readied up and it was broek til i
left the game then enemies came in. then latter on my end he was frozen but i cold move i died mid wave on his end he said but
he cold move arond use the shop and continue the waves i cold only move arond and use the shop bt on my side he was frozen
and on his side i was frozen. dont know if wee desync or what. this could be latency issues not sure but enemies at times can lag
or teleport or often skip.. I've bought the game to support its creator after I've read his post-mortem on Gamasutra. The game
looked nice: a love letter to the old MS-DOS dungeon crawlers, with mazes to explore, monsters to kill and loot to gather. It
turned out to be even a greater throwback to old times then I expected: the game made me remember how awful the interfaces
were back then, and how user-unfriendly a game can be. The game doesn't utilize mouse -- instead there's a key for everything:
O to open the door, P to pick up an item, I to go into your inventory, T to throw a weapon. Instructions page are barebones too,
so the game provides a double journey of discovery: one as you explore the dungeons, the other as you explore the interface,
trying to understand how the hell it's supposed to work. I gave up and dropped the game when I accidentaly pressed Esc in the
wrong time and found out that the same button is used to exit the inventory and to drop the game and exit to the main menu.
This almost made me shed a tear of nostalgia: yes, the MS-DOS games of old times were exactly this frustrating.
Thumbs up to help the game's creator to pay his mortgage.
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A really fun arcade game. Feels like a homage to the old rally games. Like a combination of Motorstorm and Sega Rally.
The graphics may not be the best but it really compliments the overall arcade feel of the game nicely.. I'm not sure how I feel in
general about such adult content on Steam, but that certainly didn't stop me from buying Reach for the Sun. The idea is simple
enough, grow your plants tall and firm, then make them seed. But don't let such simplicity fool you, there are several extremely
attractive plant types to choose from, and if you play your cards right, you can make each plant seed up to four times! From the
seductive Sunflower, to the intoxicating Prickly Pear, Reach for the Sun is sure to keep you coming back for more.. Much more
in-depth and challenging than its cartoonish appearance would lead you to believe.

Each unit has its own stats, and strengths and weakness of each unit reflect those of their real-life counterparts very well, on the
whole. US Rifleman have an advantage over British and German Riflemen thanks to their Garand semi-auto rifles.
The Panther tank has excellent front armour, but very poor side armour.

The cost is a little extortionate, especially for add-on packs. I'd wait until it's on offer.

A lot of fun.

EDIT: Price has come down, is definitely worth it now.. In this White Supremacy simulator we play as Bitler, taking on the
Million Man March.

Occasionally the Commie state shows up, but we hit it with steady white propaganda and fell the ranadom red beast.. I bought
Bot Colony a few years ago and I don't regret it even though the game is still in early access and probably will be for some time.
This game is something completely different and unique. The developers of this game have succeeded in bringing to the market
some completely new game mechanics that other companies are just dreaming about. They have come up with their own new AI
mechanics for this game and made them part of the gameplay.

I would recommend this game for people who:
- Like games with new and unique approaches, new experiences
- Like games\/genres with a bit slower gameplay (compared to fast paced action games)
- Like to support a small company that works hard to start a completely new kind of genre of video games that will bring the
whole industry forward
- Are interested in AI, robotics, technology or scifi
- Are interested\/prepared to play around a bit with robots and learn to communicate with them (Isn't really hard but not
recommended for the most inpatient players or those that expect perfect AI that will be able to communicate with you like
another human, the technology isn't really at that stage yet)
- Are interested in playing a game with a lot to offer but that is still a work in progress and rough around the edges in some parts

The game is amazing as it is but would be even more great if the devs find a new publisher who will see the real potential of this
game\/genre and the ambition and skills of these developers so we would be able to enjoy even more of their work in the future!
There is no limit to the potential this genre and game series has with the right amount of work and money, I believe the
technologies in the game will continue getting better and better with time.

I believe this game is ahead of it's time in many ways, in the future there will probably be more games that attempt to add
similar mechanics to their games. Right now this is the best you can find and a game worth playing if you are interested in AI or
games that offer new and unique experiences.
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